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Learning about
predominantly
black colleges
Students attended a
NAACP seminar about the
pros and cons of attending
a race-based institution
| PageJ

RESPECT the
Writer's Guild
Late-night shows are
feeling the brunt of the

BGSUs 'broken record':
Library boasts largest
music collection in U.S.
Archivist credited with amplifying the
University's recordings to more than

writers to craft jokes, but a
little support is in order
|Page4

Beyond emergency
purposes, it could be
tailored to students' needs

events | Page 4

Afghanistan
death toll count
rises to 60
Suicide blast targeting
lawmakers and children
becomes the deadliest
attack since the 2001
US-led invasion
|Page9

"She was superbly

I he University lost a teacher, ,i
colleague and a friend with the
passing ol assoi iale profess™
Julie Burke last week.
Burke, 54, ".is diagnosed
with pancreatii cancer earliei
this semester and diedOct. HI
Burke, who had been at the
University for the past i i
was the chair ol ihedepartmeni
ol interpersonal communica
tion for the past fout years and
previousl) held the positions ol

interim directoi ol theSd

I ol

sional and passionate about
fairness," said Olivet Boyd
Barrett, directoi ol the School ol
< ommunication studies.
Boyd Barrett met Kurkewheti
lie became director two and a
hall years ago and said I

Big possibilities
for AlertBG

meetings and upcoming

By Gin.i Potthoff

Communication Studies from
1999 to 2001 andgraduati
<lin.mii lor the department of
ii'i .mil mass communication
program from 1995 to 1998.
"She was Mipcibk pi

recent strike without

for class cancellations,

Professor remembered as
passionate, patient role model
professional and
passionate about
fairness."
nevi i niel anyone so professional .I\H\ reliable.
Anything she said she would
do, she did, and did t on lime,
liight
Huiki

before

hoi

1

passing,
ith the

\ward i

it took
i

i
'ii!

|

I

PROFESSOR

lake one slep Into Kill Schurk's office and its cleat why
the University's sound recording aichtvisl is responsible
foe making die schools musk library the largest in the
country, with more than 7(XI.(KHI recordings.
Everything in his office confirms his passion for musk
Hundreds of records clutter his Boor, an animated
"Dancin, Slioutiu" lames Brown doll,a' Dmiwnp" license
plate hanging from his door and vintage hand posters line
liis walls.
Itir the 40 years Sdiurk has worked in the recording
archives, he has lived and breathed pi iputai musk.
Sdiurk is chiefi) credited for expanding the I (Diversity's
music collection to the size it is today, amiI did so by receh
Ing numerous donations and gifts.
"To think that I've had something to do with every
record, every book — it's neat." Sdiurk said. "Before I
came hen1, mere was nothing.''
Sdiurk started his library career all the way back in
junior high, when- he was a page for the I levcland Publk

I ibrary.

Athlete of
the Week

Alter high school, he
went to General Motors
Institute.aco opuniversit)

Alisha Yee's work ethic

where he prepared to be an
engineer.
His career as an engineer
was never fulfilled, however, and his unsatisfactory grades prompted him
leave (.Ml and think about
a different career path.
Sdiurk enmlled at the
Universiiv in 1963 where
he obtained a bachelors
degnr in English, lie then
KEUYNIGHNNGAtE
went onto Western Reserx e
RECORDS:
In front of I
I ibrary School and com
la*qe recoi I
KWxi in hu office
pleted a one-year graduate
program.
Sdiurk then turned back to lit SU just as the director of
the lerome Library was looking to hire for new positions.
'After spending the entire interview talking about j;uv
records, Schuric was offered a job in the music library and
has remained then1 ever since.
"I've never really had to go job hunting." Schurk said
In the library. Schurk spends his days selecting and
archiving records, books and catalogues to lie added to
the collection, as well as working the sen ice windl >w.
Itehekah Hurdilidd. a second-yeai I'll.11 student
and Schurk's assistant, said Schurk is great to work with
because ot his "goofy" sense of humor and personable

for Falcons swimming
wins in all of
her individual events and
MAC recognition this
week | Page 7

Rugby team wins
Midwest Regional
Championship
The team hasn't earned
this title since 1988 and
only had four of them in a
27-year span. After beating Northern Iowa and
Minnesota, they re back on
top | Page 7

Pastor, porn star square off in
adult-film debate on campus
By Freddy Hunt

Altln
I

last night in the Union, a debate
raged - the homy vs thi holy,
the seedy vs. the sacred, the per
vert is the preacher. Pom slai
linn leremy, who has appealed
in near!) 9.000 adult videos and
Chris Gross, an anti pom advocate, argued over the effects ol
the pornograph) industry on
society
Gross, a pastoi who founded
xxxchurch com, an online anti
porn ministry, lore into the adult
film industry, claiming it is desensitizing to viewers and damaging
to relationships.
"You're going to be disappointed with sex, ii you aren't already,
because it doesn't measure up to
porn," (iross said "(iirls on cam

nature,
Kun-hfkid was also impressed with Schurk's extensive
knowledge about popular music, which rivals others'
throughout the country. "The term national treasure is not
an exaggeration,' said Kurrhtield.
lay (iniyson, a sophomore who works in the library

See RECORDS | Page 2

What's your all-time
favorite album'

II

.1 dial
sell gran'
1
could
relation-

actually strengthen
ships.
"It can bi
nastui
hale
! used in in.i--iiirh.iie |o
Gilligan
"But couples

see the movie
.ill the movie,
ger up and then go to the bed
room.
I he message |n>m sends to the
- is one
rhatdei
n is all right,
and with the exception ol guv
on guj
is for men.
men van make
money, lentii
isome
million, Gross said.
"Women can make money, but
PORN

pus cant compete with pom."

ALEXIS HUCKABEE
Freshman. Medical Therapy
"Late Night Special.'by
Pretty Ricky."
| Page 4

TODAY
Cloudy
High: 50, Low: 34

TOMORROW
Cloudy
High: 53. Low: 30

Latta edges out Buehrer to take
coveted Republican primary

Chancellor: School plan builds economy
Fingerhut travels to

By Tim Sampson
City Editor

county's results until alter (ia.in.
the morning after the election,
Latta who said he only got an

By Dave Herrera

After pullingan all-nighter. State
Hep. iiol) Luta squeezed out a
narrow \ ictory in the Republican
primary of the ">tli District
Congressional special election.
With all precincts reporting,
results on the Ohio Secretary of
State'sWeb site showedLatta beat
bis nearest rival for the nomination, Slate Sen. Steve Buehrer, by
:t.(i percentage points, or 2,649
votes.
The candidates were kept up
well past midnight on election
day.
Problems with flood-damaged wit ing machinesin Putnam
County delayed reporting of that

hour and a half of sleep on election night, was reluctant to make
any statements to the press until
formallyclaimingvicturv around
6:43 a.m. the morning after.
"It would have been presumptuous to claim something while
some counties were still out,"
I ana said.

I he chancellor of Ohio's Hoard ol
Regents came to the Universitj
yesterday to discuss his plan for
higher educations future In the
state.
Kric Fingerhut met with administrators and faculty for about an
hour to answei questions about
his 10-year master plan for the
University System of Ohio, an initiative to improve coordination
among the state's publk colleges
and universities.
lingerhut said the system pro
motes higher educations role in
building the state's ecoi u imy.
"This state needs people."
lingcihul said. "What else is going

But all doubt was removed
when Buehrer called Latta
to leave him a congratulatory
voicemail.
Ixitta was talking on another
line when the senator called.
See LATTA | Page 2

Sen.," • ■ ■

raQ&Asi
Eric Fingerhut

Regents, wh
to the Univei

10 bring people to the state of (>hio
if mil our public institutions?"
Under the list), schools would
work with the chancellor to decide
what strengths thej want to use to
distinguish themselves from other
schools in Ohio.
Distinguishing schools would
provide a chance to market a
collective of "world-class" education choices throughout the state.
Fingerhut said.
lie added thai the goal would

be to cut hack redundancies that
lead si hools to compete with one
anothet fot the same students.
I he state would expect each
M liool iii excel In their chosen
fields and state funding would
hinge in pail on then success,
"We want to tell the story ot
public highei education in the
stale ... but we also want to plan
together," I ingerhtit said.
Km some faculty still had con
cerns about die program, such
as whethet it would mean being
forced by the state to eliminate

Othei programs
I ingerhut said the state would
not force schools to cut anything
FINGERHUT | Page 2
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BLOTTER
TUESDAY
108 A.M.
Two femalo subjects were re:
funning up .ind down the balls banging on doors in Kreischer Subjects
fled on foot outside, but of*.
stopped them and got their
P-numbers for the Resident Adviser
10:57 AM.
A student reported his BGSU ID
and keys were stolen from Rodgers.
122 P.M.
A flash drive was stolen from a student in Moseley Hall.
750 P.M.
A complainant reported a male
subject following her through Lot H
matched the description of a
sible attacker from two weeWhen officers arrived the subject
was gone
8:41 P.M.
An East Napoleon Road re
said someone has been stealing $20
from her apartment. According to
police reports, she believes she is the
target of a professional thief

WEDNESDAY
2:55 A.M.
An East Wooster Street resident
told police someone had bri I
into her house earlier in the evening.
stealing two DVDs and a SI ■
pen

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual error1.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

VisitBGNEWS.com

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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From Page 1

slu'Kint-rucordsandCUb.alsoliA'c-s
the." lime he spends with Schurk.
I le's a fanatic in every good sense
(il ihc word," Grayson said.
Schurks. passion is also evident
in liis home lift-.
Kristin Turtle, 36. and one of
Schiirk's three children, said there
was always music in the house
Crowing up and it was sometimes
hard to gel her dad to mm it off.
I mile still retails silting on hotel
bids during vacations while her
dad Hipped through the phone
hook 1011 ■ id the closest Goodwill in
li iwn to hunt for used records.
I ven now, Schurk loves going lo
ihc Goodwill and Salvation Army
lo try to find materials lo add to his

collection.
I mile also said her father is a
good role model lor her and her
siblings. "I le's so energetic and passionate about his job." Turtle said.
I It's really such a kid at heart."
Schurk slid he doesn't know
when he will make die choice to
retire from the library. Bui after listening lo music for 67 years and
surrounding himself with countless tunes al work, a harder choice
maj lie simply determining his
favorite bend.
Don't ever ask me what my
favorite rock and roll artist is," he
said. I ben' arc just too many."

FINGERHUT
From Page 1
Bui. "every university earn" excel
al everything." he said.
Sou need to identify those
centers of excellence — you
need to make choices," he said,
those centers could range
From research lo attracting
out-of-state students.
some of our universities

thai doesn't mean it empowers
them. It's all about the guys, it
empowers the guys."
leremy, who has a master's
degree in special education,
said it's not degrading because
he knows many women who
enjoy what some would consider rough and degrading sex
acts, like receiving a facial.
"I don't mind getting an
orgasm on my face," leremy
said after the speech. Those
who engage in it, he said, consider il romantic.
Being as easily accessible
as it is, Gross believes pom is
destructive and addicting,
especially lo young people,
damaging their libido, ability to
be Intimate and their perception of reality.
"You may have the right lo
choose lo watch it. but there is
no such thing as T'lcase watch
pom responsibly,'" he said. "Us
addictive and you will walch it
more and more."
This is why Gross created
xxxchurch.com — lo help
people overcome their adult
film addiction. Gross has even
attended adult film conventions and distributed Bibles that
read "God Loves Porn Stars" on
the cover.

have shied away from making
those difficult choices,"
With the plan's focus on
economic growth, others
expressed concern about the
future place of arts in schools.
I ingerhul responded lhat
"creativity and a breadth of
knowledge" remained "fundamental'' lo economic success.
Thechanccllor hasbcen travel i ng t lie state in recent momhs
on similar visits at universities.

But leremy said he believes
pom should be compared to
other vices thai can be either
abused or respected, like alcohol, automobiles or MySpace.
"You don't blame a whole
business for a couple of idiots that aren't doing it right."
leremy said.
The debate touched a lot
on whether or not porn is
degrading lo women, bul
Missy Fletcher, senior, said she
believes pom degrades men as
a sex toy as well.
"It's really degrading lo men.
loo, because it reduces man to
the level of an animal. Instead
of a man being able lo love a
woman and give himself completely to her, it's more like, 'No,
I can'l control myself, I want
lo use her for my own selfish kicks.' These people arc so
much more than pom |x>rtrays
them as."
Some members of the audience, like sophomore Corey
Dvvyer. didn't lake Ihe debate as
seriously and just wanted lo see
one of their favorite pom stars
in person.
When a member of the audience asked leremy how many
women he has been with, he
answered nearly 4,000, and the
crowd erupted. Then Gross
answered the question, saying
just one, and Ihc crowd erupted
even louder.

He meets student leaders
tomorrow before louring Ihe
campus.
I'ingerhul must present his
plan to the Ohio legislature in
March, and said the visits were
lo maximize transparency and
dialogue as the master plan
comes into focus.
"When we have a plan on
March 31, no one's going to be
surprised about its contents,"

he said.

LATTA
From Page 1
In a written statement
announcing his concession,
Buehrer expressed remorse
over the negative campaign
tactics thai marked the bitler
primary bailie.
"The tone of the campaign

PROFESSOR
From Page 1
Thomas Mascara, associate
professor in the deparlmenl of
telecommunications, reincmbers meeting with Burke to
talk about serious technology
equipment problems in West
Hall when he first started al the

University in 1998.
Mascaro said Burke was
patient and not judgmental in
any way, as wel I as a lover of I he
University life and teaching.
"She was a person you wanted to be around." he said.
Mascaro said Burke was an
outstanding colleague until
the end, and that she had a big
stature of character for somebody so small.
"She was very good with
students," said l.inda Glomski,
administrative assistant in
Ihe School of Communication
Studies.
Burkes office in Wesl Hall
was close lo Glomski's, and
Glomski said Burke could
always be counted on to calm
down distressed ll'C students
and faculty.
She was professional on both
sides of Ihe issue and explained
issues to both faculty and students when conflicts arose.
Glomski would call Burke
an "administrative genius'"
because she knew the faculty
charter and University docu-

was regrettable because it
muted the issues that must
continue lo be discussed in
this region, "he said.
Latta says he now hopes to
focus on the issues as he faces
off against Democratic nominee Robin Weirauch In the
general special election.
The next election is scheduled for Dec. 11.

ments so well that she could
quote lhem chapter and verst
According lo Glomski, Burke
and her husband, loel, enjoyed
Ihe outdoors, kayaking and
traveling out West. Burke also
enjoyed jogging five to seven
days a week.
"We leased her about how

she ate plain yogurt thai wasn't
chilled." Glomski said.
Burke was such a health)
person thai Glomski said she
couldn't believe she was sick.
This spring. Burke Intended
lo step down from net chair
position, but her replacement
did not work out. so she staved
on until Ihe fall.
Boyd-Barrett said Burke
enjoyed doing research on
health communications, as she
was a member of the health
communications
research
clusters on campus.

shedid have to sacriflcesome
research time while chairing
the department because she
couldn't do it all, Boyti Itaiictt
said.
"She was a role model, be
said.
Burke got her doctorati
from the lliiiveisitv ol Illinois
at Urbana Champaign and
became an associate professor ai the University ol

Oregon before coming to the
University.
she resided in Waterville
with her husband until her
passing.

Last Chance For Senior Portraits
DECEMBER GRADUATES Schedule Today at myseniorportrait.com
Sessions are November 15-16

A Place to call Home
Resort style living without the resort style price tag!

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Race's role in choosing the right college
By Kri.lin McKlaaic
Reporter

Comparing
historically
black colleges and uniwsfties (HBCU) and predominately white Institutions (IW)
is like comparing apples and
oranges,
Last night in the Union, the
NMCP held an event asking students why they didn't choose a
black college.
"I don't think it's about black
institutions and white institutions. I think we're just talking
about two different places, not
one being good or bad,'' said
Lillian Ashcraft-Eason, who has
taught at an HBCU.
The first HBCU, Cheney
University, was founded in I HIT
in Pennsylvania. There are currently 114 IIHCUs, with most of
them primarily residing down
south.
"One reason that black colleges were established Was so that
the |black| children would have
a place to go to school. At a time,
you couldn't gel in some other
school unless you were light --kill
or mixed,'' said Manny I'omales
lr.. senior associate director for

"I don't think it's about black institutions
and white institutions. I think we're just
talking about two different places, not one
being good or bad."
rructotal an HBCU

the center for multicultural and
academic initiatives.
With this establishment, black
students were able to receive a
higher education. The idea of
these institutions is to provide
a strong support system while
maintaining a positive predominately black environment.
NMCP President Terrell Johnson
said there seems to be a better
access to relationships with professor and academic advisers.
"They would push you,"
Ashcraft-Eason said. "They
would say, 'You're going to get
it or I'm going to kill you,' but
you wouldn't be offended. These
schools are so important to black
students because for a long time
they could not go to school."
However, many students who
are interested in black universities do not attend for other

reasons — the main one being
the lack of financial aid. Senior
LaToya Miller said she transferred because tuition went up
and she got more scholarships
atBGSU,
Ashcraft-Kason said the relationship to the federal government has ,i lot to do with financial aid.
Miller did not enjoy the atmosphere, either. "I didn't feel
challenged enough. I felt more
catered to, not challenged."
I IHCIJs have a different atmosphere than I'WIs, which makes
it a different experience for each
individual.
It's a different environment
that breeds success. People
should just take each experience
SteNAACPIPagelO

3 GUYS WALK INTO A BAR, THE 4TH ONE DUCKS

ENOCH WU

STAND UP COMEDY:

■ the spotlight last night at Last Comic Standing in the Blacl Swamp Pub
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GET A LIFE

What's in store for the
Blackberry future
By Ad»m Louii
Reporter

The College of Business and the
Canadian Studies Center gave
a nod to our north-of-the-border neighbors at the 16th Annual
Canada-Ohio Business Dinner
yesterday, inviting Vice President
of Industry Government
University Relations Robert
Crow to speak on the future of
the wireless communication
industry.
"We focuson a different industry each year," Interim Director
of Canadian Studies Christine
Drennen said. "We also try to feature a company that's emblematic of the Canada-US. business
environment."
Crow works with Research in
Mot ion, thecreatorsofBlackberry
communication devices, or as he
called them, "smart phones."
Research in Motion wasfound-

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events utai from events bgsuedu

8a.m. -1' pm
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room

ed in 1984 in Waterloo. Ontario
by Mike Lazardis while he was
still a student at the University
of Waterloo. The company first
made money by building equipment for the Canadian game
show "Reach for the Top," and
began working in digital transmissions in 1988.
The business, which employs
6,000 people, makes about S200
millionayear.makingitCanada's
most valuable company.
Crow describes the company
as a "good old North American
success story."
He displayed a slide showing
company growth, commenting
"every growth chart at RIM looks
like a hockey stick. We really,
really like our hockey."
Despite the rapid growth and
development of the wireless
communication industry, Crow

204 Olscamp

8.30 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Smart Money: Student
Money Management
Conference for High School
teachers.
202 Union

9 am. -5 p™
Laura Gajewski - Mixed
Media Resin Works
The Little Gallery

9:30-11:30 a.m.
SCD Bakesale
Educ. bldg. steps

10:30 a m. - 2 pm
Delta Sigma Pi T-shirt sale

See BERRY | Page 10

118-7 Union Table Space

10:3Can >n
Domino's Card Sales

A music-oriented weekend

118-1 Union Table Space

Imani Winds to play numerous venues in BG
12 -1 p.m
FYSS-Whyamlhere?

"We like to bring

By T.nnen Gliatu
Reporter

Students and community
members will have the opportunity to learn from and listen
to a group of world-renowned
musicians this weekend.
Today kicks off a three-day
residence from the Grammynominated wind quintet Imani
Winds.
The group will hold several
concerts and work sessions
with students from all over
northwest Ohio, The quintet
will hold master classes and
conduct a dinic for Bowling
Green's wind symphony students today.
Tomorrow morning they
will perform a concert at the
Wood County Library for second and third grade students.
Imani Winds will then perform
a concert for community members and students as part of the
College of Musical Arts Festival
Series.
On Saturday the quintet will

316 Union

different ways of

'-5 50 pry/inter Wheat Festival
Head Quarters

looking and thinking
about music..."

508 Union

Valerie Coleman I Band Member

6-7pm.
FYSS- Microwave Cooking:
The Easy. Healthy Way

work with high school and college musicians as part of the
University's Double Reed and
Horn day.
Imani Winds band member
Valerie Coleman said she hopes
the bands visit would inspire
students to look at music from
a different perspective.
"We like to bring different
ways of looking and thinking
about music outside the box
both musically and visually."
Coleman said.
Students who don't study
music or are not familiar with
classical or wind ensemble

316 Union

- :0 pm.
CRU Meeting
101 Olscimp

7-UiOp.m
Creed on Campus meeting
201 Union

7-30 p.m.
International Film Series:
"Moolaade"

See WINDS | Page 10

Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall

Spring

Registrati

2008

Registration begins for:
Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

October 22
October 24
October 30
November 6
November 14
November 20
November 29

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-MajorAdvisiig and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.edll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offlces/reglstrar

BGSU

NOW PLAYING

Office of Registration and Records

CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS OR LOG ON TO

LOVESURVIVES.COM

110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline 419-372-4444

FOR TICKET INFORMATION
■ .tf> ^-.«i..

*•**%»* .-•-?»

i

»*■

WWW!.
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BLOTTER
TUESDAY
108AM

RECORDS

PORN
From Page 1

shelving records and CDs, also loves
the lime he spends with Schurk
fanatic in even/ good sense
ill : he word." Gra\ son said.

Schurks passion is also evident
in his home life.
Kristin TUttJe, 36, and one "I
sc liurk's three children, said there
was always music in the house
growing up and ii was sometimes
haul to gel hei dad to turn it off,
Untie still recalls silting on hotel
ih'ds during vacations while her
dad Hipped through the phone
find the closestGoodwill in
i hum lot used records.
in now, Schurk loves going to
lodwill and Salvation Arm)
to «li iti
Js to add to his

10 57 AM

122 PM

7.50PM.

nun.
Illttle also -siid her lather is a
role model lor her and liei
siblings I les so energetic and pas
ihoui hi-. |oh." lunle siid.

8:41 P.M.

illy such a kid at heart.
sc Innk said he doesn't know
will make the choice to
n mi i: tint the library. Bui after Mslening to music lor (i7 years and

WEDNESDAY

minding himself with count
less nines al work, a harder choice

2 55AM

may be simply determining his
i hand.
i 'i'in ever ask me what mj
lavonte in, k and roll artist is," he
liere are just too man)

CORRECTION
POLICY
■

■

■

Visit BGNEWS.com

FINGERHUT
Hut, "ever) itniversit) cant excel
i) thing, he said.
Von need lo identify those
- ui r\i clli iii e
you
need to make choices," he said.
I hose centers i mild range
research lo attrai nng
mil ot stale students.
si mi. ot mil universities

thai doesn't mean ii empowers
them. It's all about the guys, it
empowers the guys."
leremy, who has a masters
degree in special education,
said its not degrading because
he knows many women who
enjoy what some would con
sider rough and degrading sex
ai is. like receivinga facial.
"I don't mind getting an
orgasm on my face." leremy
said alter the speech. I hose
who engage in it, he slid, consider it romantic
Being as easUj accessible
as it is. dross believes pom is
destructive and addicting.
especially to young people,
damaging their libido, ability to
he intimate and their perception ni reality.
Sou may have the right to
(house lo watch it, but there is
no such thing as 'Please watch
pi II 11 responsibly,'" he said. "It's
addictive and you will watch it
mi ire and more.
I his is why i Iross created
itxxchurch.com to help
people overcome their adult
lilm addiction, (iross has even
attended adult lilm conventions and distributed Kililestli.il
lead "God I oves I'orn stars" on
the cover.

have shied awav from making
those difficult choices,"
With the plan's locus on
economic
growth,
others
expressed concern about the

future place ol arts in schools.
lingerhiit responded thai
"creativity and a breadth ol
knowledge" remained "fundamental" lo economic success.
I licch.mccllor has been tra\
flingthcstate in recent months
on similar visits al universities

Bui leremy said he believes
porn should be compared to
other vices that can he eilhei
abused or respected, like alcohol, automobiles or MySpace.
"You diin'i blame a whole
business lor a couple of idiots thai aren't doing it right.''

leremj said.
The debate touched a lot
on whether or not porn is
degrading lo women. Inn
\liss\ I letcher, senior, said she
believes porn degrades men as
a sex toy as well.
Its really degrading lo men.
loo. because it reduces man lo
the level of an animal. Instead
ni a man being able lo love a
woman and give himself completer) lo her, its more like. 'No,
I can't control myself, I warn
to use her lor my own sell
ish kiiks. Ihese people are so
much more than pom portrays
them as."
Some members of the audi
encc, like sophomore ( ore)
I )w\er. didn't take the debate as
serious!) and jusi wanted losee
one oi their favorite pom stars
in person.
when a member of the audience asked leremy how many
women he has been with, he
answered nearly 4,000, and the
crowd erupted, Ihen Cross
answered the question, saving
just one, and the crowd erupted
even louder.

lie meets Studenl leaders
tomorrow before louring the
campus.
I ingerbul must present his
plan lo the Ohio legislature in
March, and said the visits were
to maximize iransparencj and
dialogue as the master plan
(dines into locus.
When we have a plan on
March 31, no one's going to he
surprised aboul iis contents,"
he said.

LATTA
From Page 1
In a written statement
announcing his concession,
Buehrer expressed remorse
over the negative campaign
tadiCS thai marked the billei
primary bailie
"Hie tone of the campaign

PROFESSOR
From Page 1
Thomas Mascaro, associate
professoi In die department ol
telecommunications, remeni
bers meeting with Burke to
talk aboul set ions technokog)
equipment problems in West
Hall when he first started at the
University in 1998.
Mascaro said Burke was
patient and
judgmental in
an) way, as well as a lover ol the
University life and leaching.
she was a person von waul
ed to be around," he said.
Mascaro said lluike was an
outstanding colleague until
the end, and dial she had a big
stature ol charai ter foi some
bod) sn small.
she was very good with
students," said I inda Glomski,
administrative assistant in
the School ol Communication
Studies
Burkes office in West Mall
ua- close in Glomski's, and
Glomski said Burke could
always be counted on lo calm
down distressed ll't students
and faculty.
She was professional on both
sides nl the issue and explained
issues lo both faculty and sin
dents when i onflicls arose
Glomski would call Burke
an "administrative genius
because she knew the faculty
chartei and Universii) docu

was regrettable because ii
Hinted the issues dial miisi
continue to he discussed in
this region," he said
l.alla sa\s he now hopes Ii
locus on the issues as he la. i
off againsi Demoi ratic noun
nee Robin Weirauch In the
general special election.
The next elei lion is sched
tiled Im Dec. II.

meiils so well dial she could
quote them chapter and verse.
According to t llomski, litnki
and her husband, loel, enjoyi cl
the outdoors, kayaking and
traveling out West. Burke also
enjoyed jogging live to sevei
daysa week.
"We teased hei aboul hovi
she ate plain yoguri thai wasn
.hilled.' Glomski said
Burke was such a health)
person thai Glomski said sh.
couldn't believe she was sick.
I his spring. Burke im.
to slep down limn hei (bail
position, Inn hei replacement
did liol wink mil. so sin- on until die l.ill.
Boul Barrett
said
enjoyed doing n
health communii ations. asslu
was a ineinhei nl die ;
communii alums
resi
clusters on campus.
Shedidhavc tosacrifu esonu
research lime while . h
the department becaus.
couldti i do II all. Boyd Barren
-.ml
"She was a role model
said.
Buike gol hei doi Ii
from die I Iniversii) ol Illinois
at Urbana i h.iinpaign
became an assi
fessor ai the Univei - I
Oregon belt n
to tin
Universit)
she resided in Waiet
with hei husband iinti
passing

Last Chance For Senior Portraits
DECEMBER GRADUATES Schedule Today at myseniorportrait.com
Sessions are November 15-16

A Place to call Home

rVWV\

CAMPUS

iNEW

Race's role in choosing the right college
By K-i.iin McKissk
Comparing
historically
black colleges and universi
lies (HBCUI and predomi
natelj while institutions (PVVI)
:s like (omparing ,i|i|>li". ami
oranges,
Lasl nighl in Ihe Union, the
\.\ V V held an even! asking students »li\ thej didn't choose a
black college
"I don't think it's about black
institutions .mil white institu
lions. I think we're just talking
about two iliiicn in plai es, not
one being good ui bad." saiil
Lillian Asia i.ill I ason, who has
taught at an IIRCIJ.
rite lirsi IIBI U, I hene\
i Iniversity, was rounded it
:n Pennsylvania. ! here are cut
rend) 111 IIBCUs, with most ol
tlirin primarily residing down

south.
"(hie reason that blai k colleg
i's were established was so that
the blai k children would have
a place logo to school. At a lime,
you couldn't gel in sum,' olhet
-.1 hool unless you were liglil skin
in mixed." said Mann) Pomales
|t. -rum: assoi iate dim tot for

"| ^on\ think it's about black institutions

and white institutions. I think were just
talking about two different places, not one
being good or bad.
the i enter for niultiriiltui.il and
ii ademic initiatives.
With this establishment, black
students were able to ra eive .1
highei education, I he idea ol
these insliluiions is to provide
a strong support system while
maintaining a positivi pre
dominate!) black environment,
\ W l> President Terrell Johnson
said there seems to he a hcllci
11 relationships with pro
fessot andacademii advisers
"They would push you."
\%hl raft I ason said
I hej
would s,i\, 'You're going to gel
it or I'm going to kill you, bin
Mm wouldn't he ol tended. I hesc
schools are so important to black
students because fora longtime
they nniUI not ^u to school."
However, mam students who
are interested in blai k univei
sides ili» nut allend tin othei

5 GUYS WALK INTO A BAR. Th

reasons
the main one being
the lack ol financial aid Seniot
La'loya Millet said she trans
tened heiailse tlliliiill unit ll|l
and she not mote scholarships
at lit,SI I
\shi rafl I ason said the rclalionship to the federal govern
ineiii has ,1 Ini to do with lin.m
i lal aid

Miller did not enjo; theatmo
sphere, either.
I didn't feel
challenged enouglv I fell more
i atered r<» not rhaili
IIHCWsbavea dilferenl atmo
sphere titan PYVls, \N 1111 h makes
ii .1 different experiem c foi each
individual,
It's a dilferenl environment
ill,,I bleed, suet ess.
People
should just 1,ike each experience
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What's in store for the
Blackberry future
By Adam Louis
Reporte'

Ihe College ol Business and the
Canadian Studies Center gave
a nod to our north-ol-the-border neighbors at the Kith.Annual
Canada-Ohio Business Dinner
yesterday, inviting Vice President
of
Industry
Government
University Relations Robert
Crow to speak on the future of
the wireless communication
industry.
" We focus onadifferent Industry each year." Interim Director
of Canadian Studies Christine
Drennen said. "We also try to feature a company that's emblematic of the (ianada- US. bush less
environment.'
Crow works with Research in
Motion.thecreatorsofBlackberry
communication devices, or as he
called them, "smart phones."
Research in Motion wasfbund-

••» OF EVENTS

ed in 1984 in Waterloo, Ontario
by Mike I a/aulis while he was
still a student at the University
of Waterloo. The compan) first
made money by building equipment for the Canadian game
show "Reach for the lop," and
began working in digital transmissions in 1988.
The business, which employs
(ilMIO people, makes about $200
millionayear.makingit Canada s
most valuable company.
Crow describes the company
as a "good old North American
success story."
He displayed a slide showing
company growth, commenting
"ever) growthchartai KIM looks
like a hockey stick We really,
really like our hockey."
Despite the rapid growth and
development of the wireless
communication industry, Crow

204 Olscamp

Smart Money: Student
Money Management
Conference for High School
teachers
202 Union

Laura Gajewski - Mixed
Media Resin Works
The Little Gallery

SCD Bakesale
Educ. Iildq steps

■'

■

Delta Sigma Pi T-shirt sale

See BERRY I Page 10

118-7 Union Table Space

A music-oriented weeken

Domino's Card Sales
118-1 Union Table Space

NAACP

I

Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room

Imani Winds to play numerous venues in BG

)UCKS

Reporter

Students and community
members will have the opportunity to learn from and listen
to a group of world-renowned
musicians this weekend
Today kicks off a three-day
residence from the Grammynominated wind quintet Imani
Winds.
rhe group will hold several
1 oncerts and work sessions
with students from all over
northwest Ohio. The quintet
Will hold master classes and
conduct a clinic for Howling
1 iieens wind symphony StU
dents today.
tomorrow morning they
will perform a concert at the
Wood County library for second and third grade students
Imani Winds will then perform
a concert for community members and students as part of the
1 ollegeol Musical Arts Festival
Series.
On Saturday the quintet will

STAND UP COMEDY

"We like to bring
different ways of

By TannenGM.itl.i

FYSS-Whyamlhere?
316 Union

looking and thinking
about music..."

Winter Wheat Festival
Head Quarters

1

work with high school and col
lege musicians as part of the
University's Double Reed and
Horn day.
imani Winds band member
Valerie Coleman said she hopes
the hands visit would inspire
students to look at music from
a different perspective.
"We like to bring dilferenl
ways Ol looking and thinking
about music outside the box
both musically and visually,"
Coleman said.
Students who don't study
music or are not familiar with
classical or wind ensemble

FYSS- Microwave Cooking:
The Easy. Healthy Way
316 Union

CRU Meeting
101 Olscamp

See WINDS, Page 10

Creed on Campus meeting
201 Un,on

International Film Series:
"Moolaade"
Grshl-

- »Hall

Registration begins for:
October 22
October 24
October 30
November 6
November 14
November 20
November 29

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.edll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU

NOW PLAYING

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline419-372-4444

CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS OR LOG ON TO

LOVESURVIVES.COM

FOR TICKET INFORMATION
I .rfr- M '

FORUM

"He's a fanatic in every good sense of the word." - Jay Grayson. sophomore, on
Bill Schurk. the University sound recording archivist [see story, p. 1]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What's your all-time favorite album?
" Jutuma,' by Circa

It's by Amber Pacific.

"'Alaska,'by Between

" 'Aaliyah's Greatest

Survive."

I don't know what the

the Buried and Me."

Hits."

f\
k&

VISIT US AT
B6NEWS.COM

Have your own take on

name of the album

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
CARAMAAG.
Freshman. Communication
Disorders

ANDREW MAYER,
Sophomore.
Telecommunications

AlertBG's expanded possibilities
"The technology itself should be expanded

1

4

MARISHA
[ PIETROWSKI
L COLUMNIST

The new Alert BG system was
implemented last week, in order
to alert University students of
emergency situations on campus. Established in response to
the tragedy at Virginia Tech in
April, the Alert BG system will
send out text messages to those
students who sign up for the
service through their MyBGSU
page. In the event of an emergency situation, text messages
will be sent to phones alerting
the student of the situation at
hand.
Currently, the alerts are limited to making students aware of
crimes and other emergencies
that are occurring on campus, as
well as the shutdown of campus
due to weather emergencies.
However, this is a strong system that should eventually be
expanded to provide other bulletins and services to students.
According to the AlertBG FAQ
Web page, the alert system will
give details of "time-sensitive"
emergency details to situations
that could concern University
students. In its current state, this
is a good idea, because it will give
students who are not immediately able to access their e-mail
inboxes current updates on
urgent situations. However, even
though this system is designed
for emergency issues, the concept is something that could
benefit non-emergency information that can also be considered
"time-sensitive."
AlertBG will send out messages when there is an emergency shutdown of the campus
or certain buildings when
inclement weather conditions
arise. Although not necessarily an emergency situation, this
system could be effective for let-

beyond emergency purposes, and offer

I was relieved to read in Monday's
The BG News that the 6th District
Court of Appeals in Toledo upheld
its decision to convict Lorien
Bourne of disorderly conduct
for holding a topless picnic in
Bowling Green's City Park. I am
surprised Bourne even attempted
to appeal this decision in the first
place.
Bourne felt the law was discriminating against women
because it was unacceptable for
her as a woman to go topless,
but the same does not apply for
a man. And while her intentions
may have been good, her thinking
was misguided.
The first question which must
be asked is: Why does such a
law exist? It is certainly not to
discriminate against women, but
rather to protect them from being
sexually exploited. Unfortunately,
many do not realize that a
woman's breasts have a profound
reproductive function: nursing
babies. They are an extremely
valuable part of a woman's sexuality because they work in harmony

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewvcom.

Writers Guilds strike is about
needing long-deserved respect

the ability to be expanded and customized

"You watch because the story affects you - a

according to each students use."

story that was carefully crafted by talented,

ting students know when their
class is canceled on any given
day. Personally, I have had a
number of canceled classes that 1
did not find out about until after
I had arrived to the classroom,
all because I did not have the
chance to check my e-mail inbox
before 1 went to that class. Most
times, I discover an e-mail that
was sent while I was in class, and
due to time constraints, could
not get to a computer.
However, most if not all students have their cell phones on
their persons at all times; using
this service for everyday class
cancellations or last minute
announcements would be an
effective use of the technology.
This could save students unnecessary trips to class, especially
those in the early morning (the
more sleep the merrier!) or a
nighttime class when safety can
become an issue (which could, in
turn, prevent further texts about
assaults on campus, such as the
Oct. 30 attack in the Student
Union parking lot).
In addition, after the recent
issues of fraudulent cancellation
notices being posted on classroom doors, this would be a good
defense against this problem.
Rather than going back to a lab or
the person's dorm to check for an
e-mail about the canceled class
only to find out the door message
was a fake, a person could simply
see if they have received a text
message. Whether it is a cancellation, change of meeting time or
place, or other important classroom details, the technology can
be used for many class related
purposes.
Not only can the system benefit students with their classes,
but it could also help them keep

in touch with any organizations
and teams they are affiliated
with. A service similar to the
subscription lists on e-mail could
possibly be used with AlertBG,
allowing those in charge of a
group or organization to send
out mass communications to
people. Important meeting
information or reminders or
other time-sensitive material
could be communicated to students. Students could sign up
for the type of alerts they wish
to receive, and to keep message
costs down, possibly specify the
frequency and amount of alerts
they will receive.
Of course, text messages are
not always cheap for the receiver,
so the service should be used
more sparingly than e-mail. The
service should not replace e-mail
either, due to said price issues
and the fact that not everyone
on campus has access to a cell
phone or text messaging Rather,
the service could be used for last
minute, urgent details. It does
not have to be a general and
regular communication tool, but
it would be a good complement
to the expansion of technology
on campus.
In its current state, AlertBG
seems to be a good system that
will benefit those who sign up
for the service. However, the
technology itself should be
expanded beyond emergency
purposes, and offer the ability
to be expanded and customized
according to each student's use.
Hopefully the AlertBG system
will be successful enough to generate interest in this expansion.
Send responses to this column
to lheneivs@bgneivs.com.

Why Bourne shouldn't have won
LAUREN WALTER I GUEST COLUMNIST

JESSICA BRINCK.
Freshman, Medical
Technology

ANDREW YOUNG,
Sophomore.
Telecommunications/Spanish

with child-bearing, something
men cannot da
Women's breasts clearly have
qualities which men's breasts
don't have. To deny that there is
difference between the sexes is
ignorant. This does not mean
men and women should not be
equal, but that they should maintain their beautiful difference.
Additionally, one must ask
who Bourne is fighting for In
this situation. Are there really
many women who desire to walk
around topless? And if so, do they
realize they would be receiving
the attention Bourne says she
doesn't want in the article "A long
struggle for equal gender rights"
lOct 24| when she's quoted on
Girls Gone Wild saying "It's OK for
the benefit of men for women to
be sexualized like that but a giri
can't walk down the trail topless
because it's hot out.. .as long as its
for the pleasure of men, it's OK to
go topless."
Does she realize that, even if
her intention is just to stay cool
in the heat, there's a good chance
she will still be sexualized by
going around topless in public?
Men are going to be attracted to

THE BG NEWS
USA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

your breasts, whether you want
them to or not.
If Bourne really wants to fight
for women, her fight should be to
stop the exploitation of women
in films like "Girls Gone Wild"
and other pornography and help
people understand the dignity
of women. The best way to show
something's value is to guard
it. Going topless is not going to
gain that respect because you're
uncovering that which should be
covered. When a woman covers
her breasts she is saying that she
knows her great dignity and wants
to protect her body from being
looked upon as an object.
If Bourne is really concerned
about what's in the best interest
of women, she will encourage
women to dress in a way that calls
attention to their personhood,
rather than just their bodies. If she
wants women to be treated with
respect, then she should encourage women to respect themselves.
Waller is a senior majoring
in integrated language arts.
Send responses to her column to
thenews@bgnews.com.

though hidden and neglected, people."
By now, you've heard the story:
The Writers Guild of America is
on strike!
It's a bitter dog fight, you may
have read, between the WGA
and the Alliance of Motion
Picture and Television Producers
featuring all the drama, betrayal
and heart pounding action of a
blockbuster.
This isn't fiction though, and
to some the consequences of
this strike are indeed very real,
Brian Stack a writer on "Late
Night with Conan O'Brien,"
described the mood among the
WGA leading up to the strike.
"During last minute negotiations, we were led to believe that
if we took back our demand for
slightly increased DVD royalties,
the other side would finally discuss a fair increase on residuals
for showing our written content
on the Internet and/or other
forms of new media, but they
still offered us nothing," Stack
said.
"The WGA felt very betrayed
by that, and went on strike as an
absolute last resort since they'd
been given no choice whatsoever."
Although the WGA covers creative writers from all sorts of different mediums, including film
and video games, the medium
where the strike can be most
immediately felt is on scripted
television.
Odds are, we probably won't
notice the effect of the strike in
the film industry, simply because
films take longer to produce.
Plus, studios have stocked up on
scripts in preparation of a strike.
Movies will be fine for awhile.
It will be television that bears

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for Utters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at tbenewsOPbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at tbe Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

ated to television writers.
But consider the times when
you've laughed because of a TV
show, or a show that has provoked discussion among you
and your friends, days after it
aired. Maybe you begin quoting
your favorite lines in casual conversation.
Maybe you even arranged
your entire schedule so you'd
never have to miss an episode of
"Gray's Anatomy."
It's because of the writers that
these shows have impacted
you. It's not because of Patrick
Dempsey's great hair that you
tune in — if that were true, why
not stare at a poster of him adoringly each week?
You watch because the story
affects you — a story that was
carefully crafted by talented,
though hidden and neglected,
people.
Likewise, you watch "Late
Night" because it makes you
laugh. That's simple. But it isn't
Conan up there making up
a monologue on the spot or
improvising a sketch — it's the
work of the writers giving him
funny things to say and do.
All those great moments that
make you want to watch TV in
the first place — they're due to
the writers, first and foremost
It always has been.
"One thing I've been strongly
reminded about recently is that
all of the benefits and security
I have as a WGA writer are the
result of other writers fighting for
them years ago," said Stack.
"1 just hope all the future WGA
members out there realize that
what's happening now will affect
them in the future, and we have
to fight for what's right for all
current and future WGA members."
That's what you should
take away from the soike as a
viewer. The writers deserve your
acknowledgment, your respect
and your support.
It's about giving credit where
it's due.
Send responses to this column
to thenews@bgnews.com.

LETTERST0 THE EDITOR
What else can BGSU do
for on-campus safety?
I do not feel safe on this campus anymore. There have
been three physical attacks on
female students in the last six
weeks. One of these resulted
in sexual assault. What I want
to know is: How is our campus
addressing the issue?
I am tired of reading the
crime alerts because at this
point, they only induce panic
instead of providing important
information. They tell us to
not walk alone on campus, call
Campus Escort Service and
sign up for the new AlertBG
text message system.

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR

When a girl gets attacked on
her way to class, simply giving out prevention tips is no
longer good enough. I signed
up for the AlertBG system the
first day it was available, and I
never received a message concerning the most recent attack.
Walking at night with a friend
does not make me feel better.
Walking on campus with others does not guarantee that
whoever is committing these
crimes will be caught.
While Campus Escort
Service is a great asset to students traveling at night, 1 want
to know what precautions
are being taken by campus
police to stop these crimes

from reoccurring. I want to
know if campus police are
stepping-up security and
patrolling the campus more
than usual. I want to hear that
the University Is offering selfdefense seminars to empower
women. I do not want my
friends to resort to carrying
pepper spray to feel safe. And
I hate hearing girls talk about
their potential plans to fight
back and/or get away if they
were to be attacked.
Crime prevention is a two
way street; students deserve
to know how the University Is
doing their part.
—LauraWums
Junior, Social Work
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the brunt of the impact of the
strike.
Already you have seen the
repercussions in late night programming. l£tterman, Conan,
"The DaUy Show," Colbert,
"Saturday Night Live" — these
shows are dependent on current events and without writers
working around the clock, they
cannot be produced.
"1 just want to go back to work
as soon as possible. I hate that
this strike had to happen, and
I hate that so many people are
caught in the middle of it. I do
understand, however, that the
issues involved in this strike are
very important and need to be
resolved," Stack added.
It would maybe be easy to
misinterpret the importance
of this strike as just Hollywood
arguing over exorbitant
amounts of money again.
"Oh Hollywood," we middle
Americans say, "Just shut up and
sing or write," or whatever it is
we say.
According to Stack "we're not
asking for much at all. Just a fair
share — no more, no less — and
the AMPTP doesn't want to give
that to us."
For people like us, who exist as
the ever-important 18-34 demographic, who are not involved in
the industry, who simply want
entertainment for entertainment's sake, it doesn't necessarily
matter if the writers ultimately
receive what they're asking for
from the AM FTP
It does matter, though, that we
evaluate why the strike is important to us — as viewers and consumers. On a very basic level, it's
an issue of respect and the lack
of which is generally appropri-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 300 words. These
are usually In response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
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Democrats finally
get spending bill

Soldiers return home without a 'home
One in four homeless people are war veterans, even those returning from Iraq
By K imbrrly H .-fling

"Every additional
dime we have
put in here go to

By Andrew Taylor
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — A massive
spending bill with increases
long sought by Democrats for
education, health and job training programs passed the Senate
yesterday despite a promised
veto.
The measure, passed 56-37,
would be the first of 12 spending bills for the budget year that
began Oct. 1 to reach Bush. The
veto would be his first of a regular appropriations bill.
The tally was far short of
the veto-proof margin that a
nearly identical bill earned last
month.
The upcoming veto would
be the first skirmish in a
fight promised by Bush over
Democrats' efforts to add about
$23 billion for domestic programs to his $933 billion cap for
agency budgets that are passed
by Congress each year.
The $606 billion HouseSenate compromise measure passed the Senate after
Republicans used procedural
tactics to remove $65 billion for
veterans' programs and military base construction. The legislation contains $151 billion in
discretionary money directly
under lawmakers' control.
Democrats had attached the
Sr>5 billion for politically sacrosanct veterans' programs to the
education and health measure
in hopes in winning enough
GOP votes to override Bush's
veto.
The strategy backfired in the
House on Tuesday night and
unraveled completely in the
Senate yesterday.
Now, the labor, health and job
training heads back to the
I louse for a final vote as early
as Thursday and then to the
While House.
Since winning re-election.

bedrock...programs

and services this
Congress...has
always supported."
Tom Harkin I Senator
Bush has sought to cut the labor,
health and education measure
below the prior year level. But
lawmakers have rejected the
cuts. The budget that Bush
presented in February sought
almost $4 billion in cuts to this
year's bill.
Democrats responded by
adding $10 billion to Bush's
request for the 2008 bill. The
increases include:
—a 20 percent increase over
Bush's request for job training
programs.
—$1.4 billion more than
Bush's request for health
research at the National
Institutes of Health, a 5 percent
increase.
—$2.4 billion for healingsubsidies for the poor, $480 million
more than Bush requested.
—$665 million for grants to
community action agencies:
Bush sought to kill the program
outright.
"Bush's veto promise," said
Sen. Tom llarkin, "shows howisolated President Bush has
become."
"Every additional dime that
we have put in here go to bedrock, essential programs and
services that this Congress and
this president and other presidents have always supported,"
said llarkin, D-lowa.
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The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Veterans
make up one in four homeless
people in the United States,
though they are only 11 percent
of the general adult population,
according to a report released
today.
And homelessncss is not just a
prohlemamongmiddle-ageand
elderly veterans. Younger veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan
arc trickling into shelters and
soup kitchens seeking services,
treatment or help with finding
a job.
The
Veterans
Affairs
Department has identified
1,500 homeless veterans from
the current wars and says 400
of them have participated in its
programs specifically targeting
homelessness.
The
Alliance
to
End
Homelessness, a public education nonprofit, based the findings of its report on numbers
from Veterans Affairs and the
Census Bureau, 2005 data estimated that 194,254 homeless
people out of 744,313 on any
given night were veterans.
In comparison, the VA says
that 20 years ago, the estimated
number of veterans who were
homeless on any given night
was 250.000.
Some advocates say such an
early presence of veterans from
Iraq and Afghanistan at shel-

"I think [Iraq and Afghanistan veterans
will] be forgotten...People get tired of
it. It's not glitzy that these are young,
honorable patriotic Americans..."
John Keaveney | Vietnam Veteran

patriotic Americans. They'll jus)

MATT P.0URKE
HOMELESS VETERANS: Mark Salvage, left, a homeless outreach nurse with the
Veterans Administration, talks with homeless Vietnam veteran William Joyce.

ters does not bode well for the
future. It took roughly a decade
for the lives of Vietnam veterans
to unravel to the point that they
started showing up among the
homeless. Advocates worry that
intense and repeated deployments leave newer veterans
particularly vulnerable.
"We're going to be having a
tsunami of them eventually
because the mental health toll
from this war is enormous,"
said Daniel Tooth, director of
veterans affairs for Lancaster

County, I'a.
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While services to homeless
veterans have improved in the
past 20 years, advocates say
more financial resources still
are needed. With the spotlight
on the plight of Iraq veterans,
they hope more will be done to
prevent homelessness and provide affordable housing to the
younger veterans while t here's a
window olOpportunity.
"When the Vietnam War
ended, that was part of the problem. The war was over, it was
off TV, nobody wanted to hear
about it," said lobn Keaveney, a

be veterans, and that happens
after every war."
Keaveney said it's difficult
for bis group to persuade some
homeless Iraq veterans to stay
for treatment and help because
they don't relate to the older
veterans. Those who stayed
have had success — one is now
a stock broker and another is
applying to be a police officer,
he said.
"They see guys that are their
father's age and they don't
understand, they don't know,
that in a couple of years they'll
be looking like them, he said.
After being discharged from
the military. lason Kelley, 23,
of Tomahawk, Wis.. who served
in Iraq with the Wisconsin
National Guard, took a bus to
Los Angeles looking for belter
job prospects and a new life,
Kelley said he couldn't
find a job because he didn't
have an apartment, and he
couldn't gel an apartment
because he didn't have a job.
He stayed in a S300-a-vveek
motel until his money ran
out. then moved into a shelter
run by the group U.S. VETS in

Being single and pregnant
is tough

Wisdom Teeth
F
\i

Vietnam veteran and a found
er of New Directions in Los
Angeles, which provides substance abuse help, job training
and shelter to veterans.
"I think they'll be forgotten." Keaveney said of Iraq and
Afghanistan veterans. "People
get tired of it. It's not glitzy that
these are young, honorable,
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4 Can'l move in wllh new "friend,"
Jf on a lease with old one.

6

9 Condition of dream properly
can change dramatically within
the next 6 months,
g Monthly rent prices usually go
down as fall semester approaches.

7 Parents are more likely to sign
guarantees after returning from
spring break.

A Looking for a subleasor during
summer wastes valuable
tanning time.

Q Ki-lutionshlps with future
roommate may fizzle by fall.

C The landlord uses your security
deposit money for free until fall.

It's fun to make your landlord
sweat for a few more months.

O Wail until you see the entire
winter heating bill.

\ Q Beautiful people In ads won't
really be living next door.
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Class Ring Representatives • The Key Yearbook • Diploma Frames
Graduation Keepsakes and So Much More!
Other organizations and services will be represented at the fair.
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New shot may help smokers quit
By M..rilytwi Marchion*
The Associated Press

OKI ANIX), Ha. — A shot that robs
smokers of the nicotine buz/ from
cigarettes showed promise in midStage testing and may someday
oiler a radically new way to kick a
dangerous habit.
Ui a study, more than twice as
many people given fiveofthe shots
stc >pped smoking than those given
fewer or phony shots — about
I ri percent versus b percent after
one year.
That is comparable to some
other smoking cessation aids currenfjy sold and could Ix'an important new tool for people who have
railed to quit on other methods,
doctors said.
The results, presented yesterday
.it an American I lean Association
conference, do not prove the new
approach works but encouraged
sonic experts.
"It clearly shows promise" and
merits a definitive study, Slid l)r.
Frank Vocci. director of medica-

"There's merit in it, but it won't be available
tomorrow... These quit rates are comparable
to what's seen in other studies for things
that are considered to work."
Dt. Stephen Rennard | The University of Nebraska

dons development at the National
Institute on I )nig Abuse, which has
given $8 million for the research
so far,
"There's merit in it," but it won't
Ix'availahletomorrmv.saidthelead
researcher. Dr. Stephen Rennard of
the University of Nebraska.
The study tested NicVAX. a
vaccine designed to "immunize"
smokers against the nish fueling
their addiction.
It's
made
by
Nabi
Biopharniaceuticals of Boca
Raton, Fla.
The treatment keeps nicotine
from reaching the brain, taking the
fun out of smoking and hopefully
making it easier to give up. Some

nicotine still gets in, possibly easing withdrawal, the main reason
quitters relapse.
This approach — attacking
dependency in the brain — is different than just replacing nicotine,
as the gum, lozenges, patches and
nasal sprays now sold do.
ITie study involved 301 longtime
smokers in Minneapolis, Omaha,
San I-ranc-isco, Los Angeles, Boston,
New York City and Madison, Wis.
Participants were given four
or five shots within six months,
at one of two doses, or dummy
shots. Neither they nor their doctors knew who got what.
Initial shots "prime" the immune
system, later doses make it pro-

duce antibodies, which latch
onto nicotine in the bloodstream
and keep it from crossing the
blood-brain barrier and maintaining the addiction.
One year into the study — six
months after volunteers received
the last shot — 14 percent on the
lower dose and 16 percent on the
higher dose of five shots had quit.
Only 6 percent of those given four
shots, or the fake vaccine, were off
cigarettes.
"These quit rates are comparable to what's seen in other studies for things that are considered to
work." Rennard said.
More people in the vaccine
groups dropped out of the study
— 74 out of 201 versus 33 of the
100 in the placebo group.
Two vaccine recipients had
minor side effects, Rennard said.
"These are impressive preliminary data," said Dr. Sidney C. Smith
)r„ a cardiologist at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and p.isi heart association
president.

Convicted robber shoots deputy, escapes transport
Schools were placed on lockdown as officials retraced the suspect's steps; hunt for possible accomplices begins
By K.lli Kennedy

"He said he just had an argument with his

The Associated Press

POMMNO BEACH, 11a. — An
i'lderty sheriffs deputy was fatally
shot as he transported a convicted robber to court yesterday and
authorities captured the convict
after a manhunt and said he was
lound with the deputy's gun.
ISroward County Sheriff Al
l.unbcrti said Michael Ma/ya
already serving a life sentence
for armed robbery — may have
had accomplices who ambushed
76-year-old Paul Rein as he drove
Mazza to court for his trial on a
separate robbery.
Mazza. 40. was arrested at a
Hollywood pawn shop shortly
after noon, about four hours after
Rein was found shot and bleeding
in a (larking lot, lamberti said.
The tWO Were alone but separated by a partition in a medical van, and Mazza was wearing
handcuffs, authorities said.

wife, and he left from up state. He was
sitting down at a store all exhausted
and everything..."
Mark | Anonymous Witness

Mazza, dressed in a suit and tie
for court, was being transported
in the medical van because he
had complained of a bad back.
Lambert) said it was a routine
transport, done "hundreds of
times a day."
The van was later found empty
20 miles away in a Port Hiuderdale
restaurant parking lot.
Traffic backed up for miles and
schools were placed on lockdown
asauthorities launched a manhunt
after the shooting. Investigators
still were trying to figure out his
steps, but a man who refused to

give his last name said he met

Mazza at another pawn shop, and
Mazza asked him for a ride.
Mazza wasn't wearing handcuffs, said his name was Tony
and said he didn't can' where they
went, the man said.
"He said lie just had an argument with his wife, and he left
from up state," said the man, who
gave his name only as Mark. "I Itwas sitting down at a store, all
exhausted and everything ... and
his leg was messed up. hurting.*
They went to a soup kitchen
and got something to eat the man

said, and then to the I loUywood
pawn shop. Mazza stayed in the
car. and when the man went
inside, he saw Mazza's picture on
television and realized his passenger was a fugitive.
"I freaked out," he said.
He and the manager called
911, and police arrived.
Mazza was on trial in connection with a leb. 28 bank robbery
After robbing a Bank of America
in Coral Springs. Mazza led police
on a short chase before he crashed
his car into anotticr vehicle,
injuring himself and two others,
authorities said.
Mazza's attorney, Maurice
Graham, requested a mistrial yesterday morning in court, where
he and prosecutors listened to
radio updates about the search for
Mazza. Graham did not immediately return a phone message or
e-mail from The Associated Press.
Rein served as a Broward deputy from 1987 to 2000.
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Victim advocate?
Help for sexual
assualt and dating
violence victims?
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.|o Boll, mosuiing in at 7-foot-8niches provides secuiity in Norwolk. Va

A short story for
a very tall guy
By Sonj.i B.irisic
The Associated Press

NORFOLK. Vk- lb all those peo
pic who blurt out "Wow. you're
tall!" as they stare up al George
Bell: He knows.
And now, the world will know
too.
I he lanky.

7-f00t-8

Norfolk

sheriffs deputj is being recognized today D) Guinness World
Records as the lallcst Man in the

I le did play basketball in college and with the 1 lariem Wizards
and Harlem Globetrotters show
teams.
And as for how he feels about
being so tall?

I have no choice hut to like it,"
Hell. 50, said in an interview with
I he Associated Press as he paced
the sidelines of a Pee Wee football
game at a city park, where he was
providing security.
"I'm used to a small man's
world." he added in a deep voice
that suits his stature. "I've been
dealing with a small man's world
since I was,i kid."
Hell was In be revealed as
America's tallest man on ABC's
"Good Morning America on
fhuisday, when 200.000 people
worldwide weri' expected to celebrate Guinness World Records
Day In attempting to set records

United States.
That makes him 2 inches t.ill
ei than the NBAs current tallest
player, Van Ming, hut too short
to hi' the worlds tallest living
man. He stands below, according
to Guinness, Ukraine's B-foot-5.5
Leonid Stadnyk and Chinas Ban
Xi Shun, who is 7 leel 855 inches.
To answer the inevitable trues
lions:
Hell wears stze-19 shoes, pants of their own.
Guinness began searching for
with a Ill-inch inseatn ami shirts
America's tallest man in August
with 45-inch sleeves.
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SIDELINES

Yee's work wins in the water
FOOTBALL
Browns looking to
avenge week one
loss to Stcelers
The Cleveland Browns will
be playing Sunday's game
against the Steelers with the
goal of beating their longtime
arch rivals for the first time in
their last eight meetings. The
game will decide who takes
first place in the AFC North
division. Page 8

BASKETBALL
Ohio State
basketball in
transition
This year, the OSU
basketball team will feature
more quantity than quality
after the departures of center
Greg Oden and guards Mike
Conley and Daequan Cook to
the NBA. Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News Sports
Blog
Be sure to check out The

Athlete of
The Week:
Alisha Yee
By Andrew Harntr
Reporter

Alisha Yee is someone who has
always been willing to put in
the extra work needed to perform well, and this season is no
exception.
Having already won all six
of her individual events and
one relay this season, Yee has
become a valuable piece to BG
swimming,
"You can't really explain how
8G«WSFiliPH0'0
important | Yee's performances!
TAKING A DIP: Alisha Yee (above) has been very solid in the poo: so far this season Shes won all six ol he1 individual events and one relay. She was recognized by the MAC this week
are," said coach Keri Buff. "They
are invaluable."
The Alisha Yee File
team and appears to be well on need improvement are her race
That is a pretty big compli- there's no stopping her."
Carriaga also had high praise her way to the same honor this strategy and to get faster as the
ment for a junior on a team that
season goes on despite postfeatures seven seniors. But com- for Yee's work ethic, saying it year.
FROM: Las Cruces. New
Despite all the high praise, ing times close to her personal
pliments also come from those affects the entire team.
Mexico. (Las Cruces H.S.).
"She is so driven that it rubs off honors and awards, Yee still bests already this year.
senior teammates.
thinks
the
team's
overall
perCLASS: Junior
Another thing Yee has her eyes
"She is the toughest person on you." Carriaga said. "You'll
1 have ever met," said senior see her pushing herself even formance is more important set on this year is school records.
EVENTS: Backstroke/IM
than any individual feat she She was quick to note that she is
Michael Carriaga. "I have never when she's exhausted."
exactly a half of a second off the
The
Mid-American achieves.
ever seen her not give 100 perLETTERS: i
In order to continue to help school record in the 100-yard
Conference has taken note of
cent effort."
Since she came to BG three Yee's recent success as well by her team achieve that success, backstroke. Yee also ranks third
BG ALL-TIME RANKS:
yearsago, Buff said she'senjoyed naming her the MAC Swimmer Yee knows she still needs to on BG's all-time list for the 200Third m the 200 and ninth in the
watching as Yee has become not of the Week for her performance improve on several areas of her yard individual medley and the
400 individual medleys; ranks
200-yard backstroke.
swimming.
only smarter and faster, but also this past weekend.
fourth in the 100 and third in the
Her next opportunity to shine
"There are a lot of things I need
The honor is the first of its
more driven and willing to do
200 backstroke; ninth in the 100
kind for Yee in her career, but to improve on," Yee said. "Any for the Falcons comes this weekanything asked of her.
fly on BG's Top Swimmers List.
"It's nice to see her be rewarded not the first MAC honor she opportunity I get to get better, end at Cooper Pool in two MAC
meets against Ohio University
for all her hard work," Buff said. has received. Last season she I'm going to do what it is."
Yee said some areas that and Miami.
"If she stays on the track she's on, was named to the All-MAC first

BG News Sports Blog to get
information on all of your
favorite BG teams. Also, take
a look at the blog to get

Falcons soar to Midwest title

up-to-date info on every BG
football game.

Henry allegedly involved
in parking altercation

http://www.bgnew»ports.
By Joe Kay

blogspot.com

The Associated Press

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1991—Paul Coffey sets the
NHL record for goals by a
defenseman with 311.
1990—Darryf Strawberry
signs a five-year contract with
the LA Dodgers
1966—President Johnson
signs anti-trust immunity for
AFL-NFL merger.
1920—Baseball meeting to
depose Ban Johnson is set for
Nov. 12.

PHOTO BY BGSURUG8Y
POSITIVE YARDS: Center Scott Wallace (right) evades a Northern Iowa defender during Saturday's Midwest semifinal game

The List
There are some pretty terrible team names in the world
of sports. Whether it's a pro
team or a college, some

Rugby will play for National title this spring
ByChriiVolo.chuk
Assistant Sports Editor

names just don't sound cool.
Today we list five teams that
are in need of a name change.

1. Anaheim Ducks:
The team is named after a
Disney movie for God sakes
How much sadder can you
get? At least they won a
Stanley Cup.

2. Delaware

It would've taken a lot for the
BG club rugby team to add on
to a season in which the "A"
side went undefeated and won
its 27th straight Mid-American
Conference championship, but
last weekend they were able to do
just that.
By winning two games
over Northern Iowa and then
Minnesota, the ruggers were
able to win the Midwest Regional

Championship, a title the team
hadn't earned since 1988 and
only had four of in a 27-year span.
Prior to their win over Minnesota
on Sunday, the team had finished
in second place in the event eight
times.
As a whole, the team went a
combined 34-1 on the fall season,
collected the MAC title and won
its 10th Michigan Collegiate title
in the past 11 years. The "B" side
won its 100th straight game, a feat
that started way back in 2003. In
short, the fall season went well.

BG moved up this past week
in the national rankings from
10th to sixth and earned a No. 1
seed in the upcoming National
Collegiate Rugby Championship
in April.
To get to that point, the Falcons
first had to take on Northern
Iowa.
The game started off on a bit of
a different note, with Northern
Iowa winning the opening coin
See RUGBY | Page 8

CINCINNATI — Receiver Chris
Henry allegedly was involved
in an altercation with a parking
attendant on the eve of rejoining
the Cincinnati Bengals from his
eight-game suspension.
Henry practiced with the
Bengals yesterday and will
be eligible to play Sunday in
Baltimore. Commissioner Roger
Goodell suspended him for the
first half of the season for repeatedly violating the NFLs conduct
policy.
The third-year receiver stayed
out of trouble during the suspension and was allowed to practice
with the team for the last two
weeks. He sat out a 33-21 loss in
Hi 111 .ill i on Sunday that dropped
his last-place team to 2-6.
On Tuesday night, police in
Newport, Ky., a suburb on the
other side of the Ohio River within view of Paul Brown Stadium,
were called to an entertainment
district following a dispute over a
parking fee,
A parking attendant told police
that Henry and another man
parked their sport utility vehicle
without paying. According to an
incident report, the attendant
said Henry argued loudly with
him and said, "Don't you know
who I am?"
The attendant told police that
Henry threw a S5 bill on the
ground, but it was returned to
him and police were called.
No charges have been filed.
Pol ice(old35-year-old)ason Baker
of Bellevue, Ky., that he could file

M.KHRMAN

■'.: - "0

MORE TROUBLE?: Bengals wide receiver
Chris Henry has already missed eight garnet

a complaint with prosecutors if
he wanted to pursue the matter.
A message seeking comment was
left with Baker yesterday.
The Bengals were aware of
the report but had no comment,
noting that no charges had been
filed.
When Henry talked to reporters after practice yesterday, he
agreed to answer questions
about football only. Henry, the
team's No. 3 receiver, took some
of the blame for Cincinnati's poor
showing during his absence.
"I realize it," he said. "That's
why it was killing me not being
able to play. I kind of fed I let
my teammates down by getting
suspended."

University Blue
Hens: There is literally
nothing less intimidating than
a hen. let alone a blue one.

Miami to play in Orange Bowl's 468th and final game this Saturday
By Tim Reynolds

3. Utah Jazz: The name

The Associated Press

made sense when the Jazz
were in New Orleans But
Utah? Does anyone there
even listen to jazz?

4. Toronto Maple
Leafs: A name with a very
rich tradition. Still, it's a leaf.
Weak

5. Phoenix Suns: This
name Is just awful and
uninspired, but the team wins.

LYNWSUDKY ' AP PHOTO
ERA OVER: The final game at the Orange Bowl will be held on Saturday.

MIAMI — As pregame tradition
dictates, a cannon will boom
and white smoke will pour from
a tunnel leading out of the locker room. The Miami Hurricanes
will emerge and run east into the
night, traipsing across ground
where John F. Kennedy spoke,
Joe Namath made good on his
Super Bowl guarantee and the
Miami Dolphins were perfect.
A rusty old building, nothing but steel and concrete and
ghosts, will shake in delight.
And an era will end.

For 70 years, the Hurricanes retired at some point, since we
called this place home. The couldn't get enough money to
Orange Bowl, now an exqui- get her built up the right way,"
site eyesore, hosted everything said Oakland Raiders defensive
from Super Bowls to the Rolling tackle Warren Sapp, a 1994 AilStones and Bruce Springsteen, American at Miami. "She goes
from Hollywood movies to hur- out the greatest stadium in
ricane evacuees.
America, in my mind."
And, by the way, some of the
At the beginning, she was.
finest college football games
Billed at its opening as "the
were played there, includ- largest and most modern
ing 11 that decided national steel stadium in the nation,"
championships.
the Orange Bowl — or Roddy
On Saturday night, the Burdine Stadium, as it was
Hurricanes will play there for originally known, a nod to the
the 468th time.
department store magnate"
The final time.
who got it built — was beyond
"I guess the old girl had to be compare.
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Upstart Browns looking to
reignite rivalry with Steelers
By JotMilici*

Hi REA
I hi- last time the
Browns Faced the Steelers waj
back in Week one, Charlie
Frye was the quarterback
fend i leveland didn't have a
chance.
\ lot has changed in two
months.
After winning three straight
j; inn", iiu the first lime in six
j >ars, the Browns are getting
read) in i hallenge I'ntshurgh
(HI Sunda) foi First plan- in the
.MI. North.
i he Browns saj thej feel
like a different team than they
were Sept. 9, when the) opened
the season with a 11-7 loss at
home against the Steelers.
Tun days later Frye was
traded, Derek taderson Has
named the starting on .mil
the Browns were on their wa)
in becoming one of the must
productive offenses In the
Ml..
Now, jusi when Cleveland is
starting to talk about lanuar)
tb.ill again, the Browns are
Facing probably the toughest
Minr on their schedule.
Despite all the changes
in Cleveland, one thing that
remains the same is the
Browns' miserable record
igainst the Steelers in recem
years.
Steelers linebacker lames
oi said the) take the
Browns seriously every lime
they pla) each othei and thai
i leveland s i ,i rei ord hasn'l
changed anything,
Hut he acknowledged thai
Pittsburgh's rivalry with the
s has become one>ided
• iln-\ regoingtohavetopick
il up, in wen- going to stop
i ailing it a rivalry," Farriot
said yesterda) in a conferem e
. all with the! leveland media
I hr Browns have losl eight
straight to Pittsburgh dating
to 2003 and 21 ol 24, including
two playoff losses, K°'nn back
to 1994.
I he Steelers only have goi
ii-n better since theit first

M»RK DUNCAN
WHOLE NEW BALL GAME: The
, Hiffpi■ one loss lo tl-e
with QB Anderson lead I

meeting with Cleveland this
season in which they created
five turnovers and recorded
six sacks.
'We're going to have to play
our besi game ol the yeat lo
have a chant e,' Browns coach
Romeo i rcnnel said.
Steelers coach Mike Tomlin
believes the Browns are the
same team schematically as
they were in Week I. I he) re
just executing better.
I he Browns rank in the top
five In the league in points
per game, yards pei game,
\,iuls pet play, yards on hist
down and are first in yards per
reception.
I heii daysol thlrd-and-long
and three-and out are lone,
behind ihem.
"The) look very explosive
now." I arrioi said. I he) 've
cm a lot ol deep balls going
down the field."
Anderson is the mosi ob» i
mis difference In the Browns'
turnaround - and the only
personnel change in the
offense since Week I.
"We've done some good
things. Obviously, we've
moved on and continue to
improve,' Anderson said. "I

don't think it's nic by myself.''
\nilerson ranks fourth in
the league with IT touchdown
passes. He's been able lo connect with playmakers Braylon
Edwards, Kellen W'inslow
anil |oe liuevicius downfiekl
because of an offensive line
that has allowed just seven
sacks over the last seven
games.
i he line will be tested by
the blii/.ing Steelers and
could face its firsi starting
lineup change in eight games.
(ittard Selli Mckinney (shoulder] missed practice yesterda) and, If he's unable to play,
will he replaced by Lenilie
I riedman or Ryan Tucker,
who hasn't played guard in
years,
The difference in the
Browns on the field has earned over to the locker room,
where I he atmosphere is
more relaxed. The'tense playIng-for-your-coach's-job vibe
has been replaced with a quiet
confidence that comes from
winning.
"it seems like everything
i- starting lo come together," rucker said. "We haven't
arrived yet, obviously. We have
,i lone wax logo."
Anderson seems more at
ease in the locker room as
well, smiling during an inter\ leu and even joking that a
Pittsburgh television reporter
should lie escorted out of the
Browns training facility.
\ Cleveland win Sunday
would put the two teams in

a tie amp the AFC North, li
also would help reinvigorate
the rivalry.
Despite Cleveland's recent
futilft) against the black and
gold, there's still some pent
up hostility between the two
Mill's

Farrior had an early warning for Winslow. He apparentlj hasn'l forgotten about a
late block the tight end threw
at him last season.
"He better have his bead on
a swivel," Farrior said. I very
time we go up against those
gu\s. I'll be looking lor him."
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has jelled well.
"We had good team chemistry lover the weekendl." Viviani
said, i veryone stepped up. We
worked together really well."
Mazzarella
said
that
Minnesota's style of play was
like a lot of other teams.
"Minnesota is like a lot of clubs
lhat use the current International model and play a predictable, boring, stilled and easv in
-defend offense." he said. "Three
yards and a cloud of rucks we
call it. We just had everyone slay
home and watch them gobble
up all the time going nowhere."
Vh/ianl was very pleased with
the teams success over the
weekend.
"h was a big accomplishment
for the team and the University,"
\ Ivianlsald,
With nationals coming up In
April, Deal said the team really
has soniel hing to work hard and
focus for,
"I wrote an e-mail lo the guys
saying lhat although the teams
i>ut West get talked up a lot and
blow everybody out, any team
can be beat on any given day."
Deal said." I rhee mailisaidthat
we're as good a- them, if not
better."
i remembered something
else I bad often preached to |the
teaml," Mazzarella said. "Glnrv
is the only thing you can take
with vim when it's your iinn- to
go. I'm glad each one of them got
to have a taste.'

RUGBY

the coin toss and again elected to face the rough wind. BG
would eventually make them
From Page 7
pay for it.
The Falcon defense was
toss and choosing to play into a
solid from the beginning while
stiff blowing wind.
I-Tyhalf Nick Viviani was the Minnesota's offense was slopstory of the game, as he con- py, A series of bad Minnesota
nected on five straight penalty passes led to a loose ball in their
kick field goals in the first half to end /one. which was picked up
give HG an early 15-0 lead. Wing flanker Ryan lionek for a score,
ran (iagnon later scored on a 50- later in the first half. Viviani convanl kick and chase and center nected on another penalty kick
Scon Wallace carried the hall and prop Hryce Pitney scored. At
up the middle of the field for lhat point, BG led 13-0.
I ater on in the half, Wallace
another try. Viviani added two
scored and Viviani added a con
conversion kicks.
At halflime, BG had the version kick.
Minnesota came out in the
Panthers in a 29-0 hole.
The second half played out second half looking to get back
very well for BG. Hooker trie In the game, and did so by SCOT
Nutter and Wallace both had Ing three tries, li would prove to
tries and H( 1 was able to advance be all the Gophers could muster.
I lie Falcons were able to put
to its third Midwest final in five
years with a 41-12 victory over themselves ahead for good when
eight man Rich Mines ran 10
Northern Iowa.
BG coach Roger Mazzarclla lough yards Into the end zone.
said lhat an early goal line stand, viviani liil his conversion kick
as well as some solid defense, set and later had a penalty field goal,
BG took the game, and its first
the tone for the game.
"UNI had a chance to pick up Midwest championship since
some momentum al the end of 1988, with the 30-17 win.
According to learn captain
the first half, but our goal line
stand took whatever steam they Ryan Deal. BG was able to win
had left right out of Ihem," he because of their philosophy.
"We controlled the ball well,"
said.
On Sunday. BG faced off Deal said. "We work on things
against the winner of the thai other teams don't read)
other Midwest semifinal game, focus on. We really make defense
Minnesota. The beginning of a priority and try to score off out
the game could he labeled deja defense."
viviani added that the team
vu. as the Golden Gophers won

0SU hoops to showcase more depth
By Rusty MilUr
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — After a year of
quality, the Ohio State Buckeyes
are experiencing what it's like to
have quantity,
"It's amazing," coach Iliad
Matta said during preseason
workouts. "We started practice ibis year with 13 guys
and I became claustrophobic.
I'd never had thai many guys
before. Now at least we look better when we walk through an
alrporl and our warmup lines
look belter."
Grinning, be added. "Hut 1
don't think that's going to get us
an) points."
No, ii won't, al least not In the
short term. I be young Buckeyes,
who open the season Monday
in the Preseason Nil, can play
only five at a time but there is
some comfort In numbers.
No Greg odenv Now there
are live guys 6-foot-H or taller.
Missingwispv MikeConleylr.al
point guard? Any of three or four
guvs could play the position.
How do you replace Daequan
(look, Ron Lewis or Ivan Harris?
The roster is full ol candidates.
But no one is deluded enough
to think that the current
Buckeyes can hold a candle to

*;•

TERRr GIILIAM
MEETING:

gin) and gutfd Jam* H •

i he dominating 7 o Oder
went No, i IntheNBAdraftafter
a phenomenal season for Ohio
Stale, ("onlev was taken No. -I in
the draft and I ook was a firstround pick aftet starting all of
one game a- a lieshinaii I ewis
and Hams were longtime role
players Who had sterling senior

last year's team that weni 35-4,
won the Big Ten regular season
and tournament titles and went
to the national championship
game before falling m defending champ Florida. That became
evident Tuesday night when
they losl 70-68 to Division II
Flndlay in an exhibition game.
The Buckeyes lose 73 percent
of their scoring. (i:i percent ol
the rebounds, tit! percent ol
steals, (id percent of blocked
shots and 65 percent of assists
from last year's squad.

seasons.

We don't have the Daequans
and Michaels and GregS, but
we've got other players who
i.in help us out." said holdover
power forward ()thello Hunter.
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The countdown to 2007-08 BGSU Women's Basketball is
over! Join us as we commemorate last season's historic
run to the Sweet 16 with a pre-game ring ceremony and
banner unveiling!
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Bush contacts Musharaff

9

By Dab Ritchmann
The Associated Piess.

WASHINGTON — President
Bush, personally intervening in
the political crisis in I'akislan,
told President Pervez Musharaff
yesterday he must hold parliamentary elections soon and
step down as army leader.
"You can't be the president
and the head of the military
at the same time." Bush said,
describing a 20-minute telephone call with Musharraf.
"I had a very frank discussion
with him."
It was Hush'sfirst contact with
Musharraf since he declared
emergency ride on Saturday
and granted sweeping powers
to authorities to crush political
dissent.
Bush revealed the call to
Musharraf during an appearance with the French president.
Nicolas Sarkozy, at George
Washington's home in Mount
V'ernon, Va.
For several days, the White
House has faced questions
about why Bush was taking a
relatively soft line on the crackdown and had not spoken
directly to Musharraf, whom
Bush has called a friend he

trusts.
"My message was that we
believe strongly in elections
and that you ought to have
elections soon and you need
to take off your uniform,"
Bush said.
Sarkozy agreed with Bush
WAUYSANTANA AP PHOTO
on the need "to have elections as quickly as possible" PROTESTING IN THE STREETS: Lawyers demonstrared yesterday against President
Gen. Pervez Mushanaf in the city court district of Islamabad. Pakistan.
in Pakistan.
White House press secretary Dana Perino said Bush Negroponte called Musharraf tion and oust its top judge were
placed the phone call from the an "indispensable" ally in the necessary to prevent a takeover
Oval Office around 11:15 a.m. U.S.-led fight against terrorism by Islamic extremists.
Negroponte said he is hoping
EST. "President Musharraf lis- and said that "partnership with
tened carefully and heard what Pakistan and its people is the the U.S. will not have to punish
Pakistan.
the president had to say," Perino only option."
"I think that the longer the
"No country has done more
said.
The Bush administration has in terms of inflicting damage situation goes on in its present
been careful not to go too far in and punishment on the Taliban form, the more difficult it's
rebuking a terrorism-fighting and the al-Qaida since 9-11," going to become," he said.
ally. By contrast, the U.S. took Negroponte said. "Their record "That's why we believe this state
of emergency end absolutely as
a hard line when Myanmar's is quite impressive."
Negroponte
also
told soon as possible."
military rulers cracked down
Many lawmakers are skeption pro-democracy protesters in the House Foreign Affairs
Committee that administra- cal. They say the U.S. should be
September.
"There is a difference," Bush tion officials "strongly disagree" more serious about penalizing
said. "Pakistan has been on with Musharraf s moves against Pakistan and that Musharraf
the path to democracy. Burma his political opponents and should not be so readily
hasn't been on the path to counseled Musharraf against praised.
"Our foreign policy should
democracy. It requires different emergency rule.
The administration is not be faith-based," said Rep.
tactics to achieve the common
reviewing its aid to Pakistan. Gary Ackerman, D-N.Y,, who
objective."
On Capitol Hill, Deputy Musharraf has said his deci- heads the subcommittee on
Secretary of State John sions to suspend the constitu- Middle East and South Asia.

The death toll in Afghanistan rises to 60 after Tuesday's deadly blast
By Alim.id Scir

NEW BAGHLAN—The death toll
from ,i suicide blast targeting a
group nl lawmakers and children
tose tn 60 yesterday, the deadliest

attack 111 Mghanistan since the
2IHII U.S. led invasion.
Hundreds of mourners gathered .it a mosque near the site of
the bombing In the town of New
Baghlan, 95 miles north of Kabul.
before moving to a simple hilltop

graveyard to bur) the dead.
Hie attack happened Tuesday
a~ the lawmakers were being
greeted by children on .1 visit to
a sugar factory in Afghanistan's
normall) peaceful north.
\h sonwassupposedtoflnish
school this year, but yesterday I
had to peel nil his blood-soaked
clothes, and today I buried him,"
Said an elderly man who broke
down in tears on top of a grave
site. I le didn'l give his name.
I ifty-fout-peoplewen-buried in
Itaghlan province, said Mawlawi
Sarajuddin, the head of the provincial council, while the bodies
Want to advertise in

THE BGNEWS?

"My son was
supposed to finish
school... today I
buried him."
vm's Father | Anonymous

of six lawmakers were flown to
Kabul.
Sarajuddin said most of the
5-1 were schoolchildren who had
gathered to greet the visiting delegation. The Ministry of Kducation
confirmed that at least 18 schoolchildren had lieen killed.
After the bombing Tuesday,
shots were fired at the scene by
lawmakers bodyguards, said Dr.
Nanngui, a doctor at the New
Baghlan hospital who witnessed
the blast. Narmgui, like many
Afghans, goes by only one name.
President I lam id Karzai
declared three days of mourning
for victims and ordered an investigation into the attack.
'There is no doubt this was
a terrorist attack." Karzai told a

9 2
6

7

Suicide bombing kills lawmakers, children
The Associated Press

8

1

The president asks Pakistani
leader to step down from army

news conference in Kabul.
He blamed the In milling on
"the enemies of peace and security.'' a phrase often used for the
militant Taliban, and directed
authorities to conduct a thorough
investigation. Such a spectacular attack also could have been
the work of al-Qaida. The Taliban
denied involvement.
The White House called
the attack "a despicable act of

cowardice."
Video

obtained

by AP

Television News of the scene just
before the blast shows schoolchildren, tribal elders and government officials lining the streets to
greet lit lawmakers as they were
about to enter the sugar factory.
Some of the children shook
hands with the guests and one
teenager handed red and pink
roses to lawmaker Saved Mustafa
Ka/imi — a former Afghan commerce minister and a powerful
member of the opposition party
National Front.
See BOMBING! Page 10
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School shooting in Finland stuns world
By MariusTurula
The Associated Press

TUUSULA,

Finland — An 18-

year-old gunman opened final his high school in this placid
town in southern Finland yesterday, killing seven other students and the principal before
mortally wounding himself in a
rampage that stunned a nation
where gun crime is rare.
Police
were
analyzing You'Tube postings that
appeared to anticipate the
massacre, including clips in
which a young man calls for
revolution and apparently pre-

pares for the attack by test firing a semiautomatic handgun.
Investigators said the gunman, who was not identified,
shot himself In the head after
the shooting spree at Jokela
High School in Tuusula, some
30 miles north of the capital,
Helsinki. He died later at Toolo
Hospital in Helsinki.
The teen killed five boys, two
girls and the female principal
with a .22-caliber pistol, police
said, adding that about a dozen
more people were i n ju red wh i le
fleeing the school. Witnesses
described a scene of mayhem at
the school in this leafv lakeside

community, saying the shooter
prowled the building looking
for victims while shouting slogans for "revolution."
Police Chief Matti Tohkanen
said the gunman didn't have a
previous criminal record. "He
was from an ordinary family,"
Tohkanen said. He said the
teen belonged to a gun club
and had gotten a license for the
pistol Oct. 19.
Investigators were searching
for connections to the shooter and a possible motive in
YouTubepostingsthat appeared
to reveal plans for yesterday's
deadly attack.
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Thin crust and Pan available in large only
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14"
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BOMBING
From Page 9
member of the opposition party
National Front.
Moments later, Kazimi was
dead
Ai least -12 of the HI wounded
were
schoolchildren.
Mohammad Vtousuf lave/, a
doctoral Bagnlan'smain hospital. Several children were among
the dead.
The video does not show the
explosion. After the blast, the
\ ideo shows dead .mil wounded
schoolchildren on the ground.
Shoes, sandals, hats and notehooks were scattered about.
l\vo men carried the bloody
body of a hoy by his limbs and
put it on the haul-packed dirt.
Men placed another body next
to four others already laid out
under a tree. Klsewhere, a body
with a severed arm was lying

WINDS
From Page 3
music shouldn't be hesitant to
attend the Friday concert.
"Classical musk tends to be
intimidating to some people, hut
we t ry to introduce I he pieces we
perform and convej what the
piece is about indilleientaitistii
forms so possihlv an audience
memberwhodidnl know what a
wind (juiiilel was can leave with
an appreciation of the music,"
Coleman said.
Richard Kennell. dean of the
College of Musical Alls, said he
feels guest musicians like Imatii
Winds are what sets apart the
University's music program
from other universities.
"It's easy lot us to lose track
of musical standards being in
northwest Ohio but when distinguished arlists like Imani Winds
come and work with our students not only arc our standards
set higher, but the experience
elevates our students' musical abilities lo a higher level."
Kennell said.
This is the quintet's second
visit to the University. Deborah
lleilz. director of public events
for the College of Musical Arts,
said alter the group's 200<l visit,
the college was eager to have the

amid rubble.
Many victims were taken to
the hospital, their legs and faces
stained with blood. The video
shows a woman leaning over a
child lying motionless in a hospital bed. A boy, bis legs bandaged,
cried on a gurney thai looked to
have been left in a hallway.
The video also shows an
Afghan man holding the head ul
what he claimed was the suicide
attacker, shouting "Look at this
(expletive]! This is the guy who
destroyed everything! I hisis the
guy who killed us!"
No one claimed responsibility
For the attack, and a purported
Taliban spokesman, Xabiullah
Mujahid, denied the militant
group was involved.
"The Taliban doesn't target
civilians," he sa id.
Taliban attacks typically target Afghan and international
security forces or government
leaders but often kill civilians

musicians return.
"Imani Winds is not a traditional wind quintet I hey push
the envelope with their music
and they want their music lo
he accessible to everyone — all
ages, races and genders," Neil/
said.
Students can learn about
different aspects of being a
musician and relate to Imani
Winds on a more intimate level,
because most of the members
of the group are not much older
than the college students, licit/
said.
Imani Winds, whose name
originates from Swahili mean
ing "Faith Winds," began performing together in IH97.
The five musicians of African
and Latin American heritage
use music to explore the links
between European, African and
American traditions.
In addition to performing, the
group hosts inspirational outreach and cultural programs to
encourage diversity among in
the music of new musicians.
They were nominated for
a Grammy in 2006 for their
recording
"The
Classical
Underground."

Tickets are still available at the
\loore Musical Nils (enter Ho\
Office. The performance will
begin at 8 p.m. in Kobacker 1 lull.

Grocery workers union approves
labor agreement with Kroger
The pact gives workers quality health benefits
CINCINNATI (API — A union
representing nearly 11.000 grocery workers voted ycsterd.n to
approve a new labor agreement
with Kroger Co. in the home of
the nation's largesl traditional
grocer.
The leadership of Local
1099 of the United Food and
Commercial Workers Union had
recommended that members
ratify the three;year deal, which
was reached Nov. 1 less than an
hour before the workers could
have gone on strike, fhe union
says the pact gives workers quality heallh benefits, secure pensions and wage increases.
Vote totals weren't disclosed,
but 84 percent of voters cast
ballots in favor of ratifying the

TII.WKS
BUFFET

11:00A.M.-4:00 I'M.

agreement, I he union said in a
statement.
Employees in Kroger's home
territory work in 79 stores in
southwest
Ohio,
northern
Kentucky and southeastern
Indiana.
fhe deal is latest in a pivotal
contract year that so far has seen
Kroger avoid major labor disruptions.
Kroger, which reported S66.I
billion in sales in 2006, has
about 310,000 employees in
2,491 supermarkets and multidepartment stores in 31 states
under two dozen local banners,
including Ralphs, Fred Meyer.
Food 4 Less, King Soopers.
Smith's, Pry's, Dillons, QPC and
City Market.

nearby. Most ol their attacks arc
in the country's south or east.
Taliban bombers have killed
regional governors in the past,
hut never so main public figures
at once.
Two parliamentarians were
killed in attacks in Kabul earlier this year, which is already
Afghanistan's deadliest since

The Daily Crossword Fix
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the fall of the Taliban. More than
r>,7(X) people have been killed
in Insurgency-related violence,
according to an Associated I'rcss
count based on figures from

Western and Mjghan officials.
fhe northern region where t he
blast happened is known for tensions between the mainly ethnic

Tajik government leadership and
remnants of the militant group

27
28
29
30

lle/.b i Islami. whose fugitive
leader (iulbtiddin llckm.itvai,
an ethnic Pashtun, has joined
the Taliban and al-Qaida in
lighting the Afghan government
though he denies direct links.

NAACP
From Page 3
as their own.' said Shacorrah
(rosin, executive board mem

ber of the NAACP.
As far as the academic curriculum, there are beliefs that
HBCUs do noi measure up to
I'WIs. I'omales, who has experience at both types of institutions, said. "The faculty at
HBCUs are outstanding. I don't
think we should measure that."
Predominate!) white universities raid faculty from historically black uniuTsilcs. Then
professors must make a monetary decision. But there are
hundreds of historically black
professors who do not leave
because they want to work with
black students, according to
\shcrafl I ason.
Although, there are assumptions that there is not enough
diversity in HBCUs, there is

diversity in the background and

From Page 3
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Dog of a movie
Sharing pronoun
Like Pisa's tower
Inventory
Shortest distance flier?
Stair step part
Banned orchard spray
Bandleader Puenle
Reeves of "The Matrix"
Layers
Alley of the comics
Calendar units
Start of Don Addis quip
City north of Calgary
Broke bread
Hydrox rival
Kind of acid
Bake-sale holding grp
Pan 2 of quip
Born as
Breck rival
Yemen's capital
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Houri: Hem - 9pm Mondey- Saturday
Delivery I lam 9pm Mondey - Saturday

Visit BGNEWS.com and check out what
other students are saying on the Blog.

419-372-6977

Help Wanted

For Rent

[he BG Htm tvH noi kno«riii|ly Kcapi

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

" Avail now Rooms S225 mo 4
bdrm. free internet cartyrenlals.com
Call 419-3530325

nil i-i iiscnii-nts i|i,it disii iiiiin.'iif. Of i-nimit
■gft <ii>iniiiiii.iHt]fi ■OAbwi •itt> IndMdtM] o*
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rrli^Hm. national iiriRiii M-\II.II inniil.iiuni
.it, r.n, i>t 00 the bafltl
nt .tin ntlict le-jj.ilK prOtM Hd st.iim

Lost/Found
FOUND IPOD
In Math Science Building
419-353-6604 to describe

Travel
Spring Beak 08 The Ultimate Party
Lowest prices www sunsplashtours
Com 1-800-426-7710
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call lor group
discounts Best Prices Guaranteed!
Into/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849
www,6tslravfll,pom

Wanted
Needed French Tutor (or high school
student Wage negotiable Contact
laurielaurain@yahoo.com

Child care needed in our Perrysburg
home M. W. F. 8:15 - 5 15 Reliable
transp. & child care exp. necessary.
m childcare@hotmail.com
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub com
Editor Positions Avatlable/W hr.
Our Perrysburg firm has parl-time
in-house positions available. You will
proofread and edit reports that mystery shoppers submit online Complete training provided Computer experience and grammar skills required Hours and days are flexible.
Mon-Sun: 9 am-9pm Interested candidates please bring a resume and
apply in person at lntelliShop-28315
Kensington Ln (43551) Please reler
to www.inteili-shop.com
tor company into
Gamestakes com a leading entertainment website is seeking 1 agent
per university No selling. Huge income potential Email now:
playersU ©gamestakes com
Goodwill is now hiring a Store Manager for our Bowling Green Store location This is a full time position ottering a competitive wage and lull
benefit package Send resume and
salary requirements to Goodwill, 626
N Huron, Toledo, Ohio 43604 Attn
Retail Director EOE

06-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals.com
S5WEF3/call 419-3530325
2 & 3 bdrm apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
4 bdrm. house for rent. S Prospect
Available May 08 SHOO mo + util
419-787-7577
Available 2nd semester Large. 1
bedroom N Enterprise S375 month
313-575-6481 _
Available Second Semester
2 or 1 bdrm al 600 Third St
Call 419-354-9740
FOR RENT tor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 etttciencies
1 Ig. 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225
House lor rent 5 bdrms N Prospect
S Reed St. For details call 419-3445273 or 419-367-0045
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Otliceopen 10-2 M - F
www bgapartments com
Large 3 bdrm , 2 bathrm house tor
rent on E Reed Ave. avail. Jan. 1.
OH street prkg . WD & 5 min walk to
campus. SI 100 - util 513-226-9588
Subleaser wanted. Female, second
semester. Enclave II, furnished,
S335/mo Ashley 419-957-8986

Tftnights Movies
Students Pau

*2.00
Thursday

P2(R) |l?00PMr 12 25PM) 500PM 730PM.
I1010PMJ
m G.ngittt (R> 112 05 PMl (3 45 PM)
7'?PM [10 35 PM)
Movie) (PO) HI 55AM) (230PM) 4 50 PM
7 20 PM [10 05 PM)

SAWVI(R) (1145AM) (2 15PM) 435PM
7O0PM [1015PM]

w/ Student ID

>0D*f*'*BM0*1 .4 35PM) I7»PMM'015PM)
BMMOV»(PG| I4 05PM)(7 15PM)

'08 - '09 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

6M

Tertian >n I ) Show SM Sun only
Term >n | j Sho* TNent Fn Sit Sun on*

ThaK-vdomlR] [4I5PMI |7fXPM) (955PU)

419.353.2277
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PASTA & SUBS

future wlQ be."

iAWVIrR) :445PMi (740PW|('0 10PM)

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

■
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CLOSE TO CAMPUS

.AHV F t SOU*HI
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■

On selected floor plans

-FREE HEAT-

3 3 .
I

)

-

From Only $490!
Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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ANSWERS

•delivery enileble-

faster to everybody ai the same
time." Crow said.
Blackberries were among the

Advertise in
THE BGNEWS..
call 419.372.2606

Goaded
Piths
Movie dog
Eggnog spice
Opp. of WNW
buena
Dental exams?
Bathsheba's husband
Ansel or Samuel
Honeydew, e.g.
Nary a one
PC image
_ of the earth
Sounds of hesitation
Actress Hagen

1432 E. Wooifer, B6

"We can't deliver wireless

"1 see a lot of promise in that
area," Crow said. "We've only
really begun to see what the

Gam
Type of general
End of quip
Goofs
HST's successor
Racket sport
Poker move
Bard grad. e.g.
Comic Imogene
Major's successor
lota
Organic compound
Fireplace accumulation
Ensnare
Transmitted

41
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62
64

(419) 352-4663

s.iid there are always challenges. Thecompanyisupagainsta
limited amount of radio waves

Blackberries in 22 different languages.
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65
66
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71

Domed dwelling
Pre-univ. exam
Actress Louise
At a great distance
Tel. button: abbr.

i

tpproval

first to include email capabilities. Internet access, document
and picture management and
even a Facebook application in
a cellular phone. To help deal
with the organic growth of the
market, RIM has programmed

35
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40
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Woe is me!
River deposit
Romanov title
Haphazardly
Scale range
Tell's canton
Whirlybird whirter
Hawk's attack
Place of refuge
Color fabric, '60s-style
Scientist Newton
Singer Lotte
Reliance
Titleist supporter
Preferred strategy
Answering machine
button
Tiny power unit
Colorful mount
Sea eagle
Frankie Avalon hit, Dinah"

34 Comic Brooks

experiences of every student.
"You see a little hit of everybody and I think when you do
that you get a different perspective like we're all in ibis together.
You have lo look at yourself as a
product as in, 'How can I sell
myself?'" I'omales said.
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Call 419-352-9392
or www.frobosercntals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FRO'BOSE RENTALS

Last Chance For Senior Portraits
DECEMBER GRADUATES Schedule Today at myseniorportrait.com
Sessions are November 15-16

IpocC $
11'/? Blocks From Campus
Studios i
1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
I Bedrooms: Irom $435
c A, Pats I
On Site laundry
Private EntrmcB'Pitlo
Snort Term Leases Am
418-367-7891

EH

